including departmental shirts and giveaways.

Guidelines for Reproducing
Each signature has a unique proportion or format and
must not be altered in any way. When a signature is
reduced or enlarged, it should always be treated as one
unit. All elements should be sized proportionately.
All of the usage, print guidelines, and standard colors
that apply to the SD Logo also apply to the SD Signature.
Incorrect uses (page 22) apply to this Signature.
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Building off that success, Jackrabbit Soccer looks to turn the page on a new
era. An era that features JackrabbitCollege
Soccer
competing on campus in one of
of Agriculture and Biological Sciences
the region’s top facilities. With a plan to be located east of Dana J. Dykhouse
Stadium, and southeast of Erv
Huether Field, a new on-campus soccer stadium
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is ready to become a reality.

Our vision as a program is to make Jackrabbit Soccer a destination program
through undeniable on the field success, unquestioned community support
and an unrivaled team culture. An on-campus soccer stadium is vital in our
College of Agriculture
quest to achieve this vision.

and Biological Sciences

“As we celebrate
our 20th season of
Jackrabbit Soccer I
believe the opportunity
to move to campus will
launch our program
towards even great
success over the next
20 years. It will provide
increased visibility
and a first rate student
athlete experience for
the amazing young
women within our
program”
Brock Thompson,
Head Coach

Bringing soccer to our campus will unify the program College
with ofother
existing
Agriculture
and Biological Sciences
athletic infrastructures and programs. It will also ensure South Dakota State
soccer maintains its immense success as we continue to pursue conference and
NCAA championships for years to come. With the stadium location set and
an estimated cost of around $2,000,000, our vision can become a reality in an
expedited manner. Naming opportunities exist in a number of areas within the
stadium.
Caecilia 85 Heavy Small Caps 11.41 pt., +25 track, 13.69 lead
Caecilia 86 Heavy Italic 8.57 pt., +25 track, 10.29 lead

Some key features to the new project:
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• State of the art natural
field
turf

PMS 289, 286, 109

• State of the art field lighting

• New scoreboard/video board
• Permanent grandstand and press box
• Covered benches for student athletes.

(over)

SUPPORT THE PROJECT:
Recognition Opportunities

(gifts may be made over a five year pledge period)

Naming of Stadium
Entrance Plaza
Press Box
Locker Rooms (Two)
Lockers

Caylee Costello,
Assistant Coach

$1,500,000
$1,000,000
$200,000
$100,000 each
$10,000 each

“South Dakota State
provided me with countless
opportunities to chase my
dreams and grow as an
individual. Now living out my
dream of coaching the game
I love and serving Jackrabbit
nation, it’s important to give
back to the program and
support the future of the yellow
and blue. This stadium and
your support means SDSU
soccer has a home on-campus,
providing a chance for future
Jackrabbits to play in front of
their peers and train in a firstclass facility.”

For more information,
please contact:

Brock Thompson

Nathan Christensen

Head Soccer Coach
South Dakota State University Athletics
Brock.Thompson@sdstate.edu

Senior Associate AD, Development
South Dakota State University Athletics
2820 Stanley J. Marshall Center
Brookings, SD 57007
O: (605) 697-7475
Nathan.Christensen@sdstate.edu

